The PopUp™ table supports a culture of collaboration, offering a community space where individuals or small groups can gather. Warm, welcoming aesthetics create an inviting destination in cafés, training areas, open office spaces, enclaves, huddle rooms—wherever impromptu interaction or socializing occurs.

Features
- Three worksurface shapes in a compact footprint: rectangular, oval (rectangular radius corner), and racetrack; available in high-pressure laminate or premium veneer
- Five widths: 48", 54", 60", 66", and 72"
- Three depths: 18", 24", and 30"
- Two heights: counter (36") or bar (41")
- Square edgeband or optional knife edge
- Leg profile complements Haworth Intuity® and Active Components™
- Accent plate adds a pop of color
- Footrail available in a different color from the base for visual interest
- Leg-attached vertical wire channel
- With or without casters
- Coat/bag hook to stow personal items
- Available in a full range of colors, high-pressure laminates, and premium veneers; part of Haworth's Integrated Palette™

Certifications
- BIFMA LEVEL 3 Certified
- GREENGUARD Certified
- FSC® Certified